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dw.cceh@outlook.com

From: Deirdre Moore
Sent: April 17, 2021 10:41 AM
To: mmcmahon@daviesbarristers.com
Cc: Savage, Malcolm (MAG); Holowka, Brian (MAG; gervaisd@ottawapolice.ca; 

dorionk@ottawapolice.ca; benoitj@ottawapolice.ca; beaucagel@ottawapolice.ca; 
kiradya@ottawapolice.ca; slolyp@ottawapolice.ca

Subject: Super Sloppy "False Documents" prepared by OPS
Attachments: 000345KJ_20190727_0729_OPS Jean Benoit_Prosecution Summary.pdf; 000301KJ_

20190726_2207_OPS Lisa Beaucage lies in police report by stating there were charges 
related to criminal harassment_SAQOTU.pdf; 000124KJ_20200911_1530_JPT_20190727_
0714_Three-charges-laid-by-OPS-Detective-Alex-Kirady_SAQOTU.JPG; 000345KJ_
20210417_John.Queer69_Accusations of schizophrenia_SAQOTU.jpg

Good morning Meaghan,  
 
Thank you for informing me that there is another process for requesting unredacted copies of police reports and CAS 
files. Hopefully we can address this on Tuesday during the 21-DV6769 JPT as I will be requesting records for that trial as 
well. 
 
I would like to obtain OPS’s internal e-mails regarding their “investigations”. Is this possible? This is why: 

 Attachment #1 reveals how OPS’s Jean Benoit botched his back-dating of my original arrest report: he left out 
Disobey an Order and Unlawfully in Dwelling but added the B&E (with intent) and two criminal harassment 
charges. He also stated that a Psych exam was requested: if one was, it never happened. (Or, was one of those 
fabricated too?) 

 Attachment #2 reveals how OPS’s Lisa Beaucage (one of the Crown’s stated witnesses) botched her police 
report by lying to state that there was an outstanding RPG for criminal harassment 

 Attachment #3 indicates that I was not arrested for criminal harassment (or the B&E); ergo, there was no RPG 
for criminal harassment 

 
Kiska and friends merely leveraged my intentional disobeying of the illegally-obtained, CAS-constructed, child-abusing 
20190408 court order to further criminalize/demonize me as they continued to ram his sole custody/access order 
through the system. (Note Kiska’s reference to schizophrenia made to OPS: I guess no one informed Kiska that 
schizophrenics are not able to remain organized.) 
 
Internal e-mails from the CAS and the Crown Attorney’s Office will be equally revealing. 
 
Anyhow, I just wanted to give you (and Mr. Savage) a head’s up that I will be exploring this further.  
 
PS. Mr. Savage, I will remove “my own medical files” from my request as I can obtain them on my own. They are 
obviously relevant and material as they demonstrate how Kiska lied to physicians to have me mis-diagnosed and endure 
lengthy hospitalizations with forced medication for a disease that I never had. There is zero evidence of me ever 
suffering from mania or depression. ZERO. Also, exposing The Ottawa Ticket does not render me a schizophrenic: it 
renders me observant, analytical and 100% correct. 
 
PPS. As you can see at the top right of the image (attachment #4), someone going by the name of “John” is now 
attempting to provoke me into responding to them on Instagram. Was this your idea, Mr. Savage? I already informed 
you that you and Kiska cannot provoke or influence me. I am merely collecting evidence against you and your various 
“colleagues”. 
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Andeé / Deirdre 
(613) 848-6832 
 

Andeé Sea Cae Jak, BBA (alias for Deirdre Ann Moore until she can legally change her name following her divorce) 

President, SAQOTU Inc. II President, AdvisorOnTrack Inc. 
 

 
 
Making Change Happen! at pfc.rocks! 
Coming Soon: a fully functional website with resources and support for victims 
 


